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Abstract

In a changing social context, influenced by the deep economic crisis and by a relevant contraction of the available public resources, it is unavoidable that the service offering undergoes changes, both qualitative and quantitative. The essay’s goal is to provide an overview on the current state of the offer of early childhood services in the district of Pavia, in relation to the context variables (morphological, demographic, socio-economic, political-regulatory, etc.). Through processing and empirical analyzes of existing data, the text aims to value the adequacy of those services to the population needs, in other words to decide if the current offer responds properly to the territory’s demand.

An accurate assessment of that correspondence is important not only for the traders, but also for the policy-maker, who has the responsibility to manage the local welfare. In a perspective of efficacy and efficiency of social policies, it is remarkable the effort to maintain continuity with the past, in a logical future of quality and innovation.
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